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Abstract
Using a Jacobi–Trudi-type identity, we show that the scalar product of a general state and a Bethe eigen-
state in a finite-length XXZ spin- 12 chain is (a restriction of) a KP τ function. This leads to a correspondence
between the eigenstates and points on Sato’s Grassmannian. Each of these points is a function of the ra-
pidities of the corresponding eigenstate, the inhomogeneity variables of the spin chain and the crossing
parameter.
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0. Introduction
In [1] we observed that the partition function of the six vertex model on a finite-size square
lattice with domain wall boundary conditions, ZN , is (a restriction of) a KP τ function, for all
values of the crossing parameter.1
In this work, we extend the above result as follows. We prove a Jacobi–Trudi-type identity that
implies that certain determinants are restrictions of KP τ functions. Next, for a length-M XXZ
spin- 12 chain, we consider the scalar product 〈{λ}|{μ}β〉, where 〈{λ}| is a general state, {λ} are N
free variables, |{μ}β〉 is a Bethe eigenstate, {μ}β are N variables that satisfy the Bethe equations,
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1 We refer to [2] for an introduction to classical integrable models and KP theory, and to [3] for an introduction to
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function, where the (infinitely many) KP time variables are functions of the N free variables {λ}.
We obtain an expression for 〈{λ}|{μ}β〉 as an expectation value of charged free fermions, then
‘peel off ’ the time dependencies to obtain a correspondence between each eigenstate |{μ}β〉 and
a point on Sato’s Grassmannian represented by the action of exponentials of fermion bilinears.
The coefficients of the bilinears are functions of {μ}β , the inhomogeneities of the spin chain and
the crossing parameter.
In Section 1, we recall basic definitions related to symmetric functions and to KP τ func-
tions. From a KP τ function with no constraints on the time variables we obtain a restricted KP
τ function by setting the (infinitely many) KP time variables to be power sums in N indepen-
dent variables. In Section 2, we prove a Jacobi–Trudi-type identity which implies that certain
determinants are restricted KP τ functions. In Section 3, we recall basic facts related to the al-
gebraic Bethe ansatz approach to the XXZ spin- 12 chain, and particularly Slavnov’s determinant
expression for the scalar product of a general state and a Bethe eigenstate [4].
In Section 4, we show that the Jacobi–Trudi-type identity introduced in Section 2 implies
that Slavnov’s determinant is a restricted KP τ function. The result of [1], that the domain wall
partition function ZN is a restricted KP τ function follows as a special case. In Section 5, we
write Slavnov’s determinant as an expectation value of charged free fermions. In Section 6, we
propose a correspondence between the Bethe eigenstates and points on Sato’s Grassmannian, and
in Section 7, we include a number of remarks.
1. Symmetric functions and KP τ functions
1.1. Elementary symmetric functions
Following [5], the elementary symmetric function ei{x} in N variables {x} is the ith coefficient
in the generating series
(1)
∞∑
i=0
ei{x}ki =
N∏
i=1
(1 + xik).
For example, e0{x} = 1, e1(x1, x2, x3) = x1 + x2 + x3, e2(x1, x2) = x1x2. ei{x} = 0, for i < 0
and for i > N .
1.2. Complete symmetric functions
The complete symmetric function hi{x} in N variables {x} is the ith coefficient in the gener-
ating series
(2)
∞∑
i=0
hi{x}ki =
N∏
i=1
1
1 − xik .
For example, h0{x} = 1, h1(x1, x2, x3) = x1 + x2 + x3, h2(x1, x2) = x21 + x1x2 + x22 , and
hi{x} = 0 for i < 0. In the sequel, we will use the identities
(3)hi{xˆm} + xmhi−1{x} = hi{x},
(4)hi{xˆl} − hi{xˆm} = (xm − xl)hi−1{x}
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1.3. Schur functions
The Schur function sλ{x} indexed by a Young diagram λ = [λ1, . . . , λr ] with r non-zero-
length rows, r N , is
(5)sλ{x} = det(x
λj−j+N
i )1i,jN∏
1i<jN(xi − xj )
= det(hλi−i+j {x})1i,jN
where λi = 0, for r + 1  i  N . For example, sφ{x} = 1, s[1](x1, x2, x3) = x1 + x2 + x3,
s[1,1](x1, x2) = x1x2. The first and second equalities in Eq. (5) are the definition and the Jacobi–
Trudi identity for the Schur functions, sλ{x}, which form a basis for the ring of symmetric
functions in {x}.
1.4. Character polynomials
The one-row character polynomial χi{t} is the ith coefficient in the generating series
(6)
∞∑
i=0
χi{t}ki = exp
( ∞∑
i=1
tik
i
)
.
For example, χ0{t} = 1, χ1{t} = t1, χ2{t} = t
2
1
2 + t2, χ3{t} =
t31
6 + t1t2 + t3, and χi{t} = 0 for
i < 0. The character polynomial χλ{t} indexed by a Young diagram λ = [λ1, λ2, . . . , λr ], with r
non-zero-length rows, r N , is
(7)χλ{t} = det
(
χλi−i+j {t}
)
1i,jn.
For example χ[1,1]{t} = t
2
1
2 − t2, χ[2,1]{t} =
t31
3 − t3. Notice that χλ{t} is a polynomial in in-
finitely many variables {t}, in the sense that it can depend on all ti , for i  |λ|, where |λ| is the
sum of the lengths of all rows in λ. As |λ| → ∞, more time variables ti contribute to χλ{t},
which form a basis for the ring of symmetric functions in the infinitely-many variables {t}.
1.5. From character polynomials to Schur functions
The restriction tm → 1m
∑N
i=1 xmi sends χi{t} → hi{x}. Consequently, the character polyno-
mials χλ{t} in infinitely many time variables {t}, where λ has r non-zero-length rows, become
equal to the Schur functions sλ{x} in N variables {x}, where N  r , by setting tm → 1m
∑N
i=1 xmi ,
for m 1.
1.6. KP τ functions
A function τ {t} in the infinitely-many time variables {t} is a KP τ function if and only if it
can be expanded in the basis of character polynomials χλ{t} as
(8)τ {t} =
∑
λ
cλχλ{t}
where the coefficients cλ satisfy Plücker relations [2,6].
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We define a restricted τ function τ {x} to be a τ function τ {t} whose infinitely many time
variables {t} have been set to tm → 1m
∑N
i=1 xmi for m 1, that is, power sums in the N variables{x}. A restricted τ function is symmetric in the N variables {x}, since from (8) it has the form
(9)τ {x} =
∑
λ⊆[(M−1)N ]
cλsλ{x}
where the coefficients cλ satisfy Plücker relations, and M  1. On the right-hand side of Eq. (9),
we indicated that the sum is over all Young diagrams λ ⊆ [(M − 1)N ]. That the maximal number
of allowed rows in λ is N is due to the fact that there are only N independent variables {x}. That
the number of columns is M−1, is due to the fact that in this work, we consider only polynomials
in {x}. The precise value of M is at this stage unspecified. In the sequel, τ {t} functions of the
infinitely many variables {t} are unrestricted, while the τ {x} functions of the N variables {x} are
restricted.
1.8. Determinants that are restricted KP τ functions
There are determinants that can be put in the form on the right-hand side of Eq. (9), hence
they are restricted KP τ function, as shown in the following lemma.
Lemma 1. Let H be a matrix with entries Hij = hj−i{x}, 1 i N , 1 j N +M −1, where
{x} is a set of N variables. Let C be a constant matrix with entries Cij = cij , 1 i N +M − 1
and 1  i  N . We choose M  1. The product HC is an N × N matrix, and det(HC) is a
restricted τ function of the KP hierarchy.
Proof. In the following calculation, all determinants are over N ×N matrices, so we do not need
to write the ranges of the row and column indices explicitly.
det(HC) = det
(
N+M−1∑
k=1
hk−i{x}ckj
)
=
∑
1k1<···<kNN+M−1
det
(
hkj−i{x}
)
det(cki ,j )
=
∑
0λN···λ1M−1
det
(
hλ(N−j+1)+j−i{x}
)
det(cλ(N−i+1)+i,j )
=
∑
0λN···λ1M−1
det
(
hλi−i+j {x}
)
det(cλ(N−i+1)+i,j )
(10)=
∑
λ⊆[(M−1)N ]
cλsλ{x}
where cλ = det(c(λ(N−i+1)+i),j ). By construction, the coefficients cλ obey Plücker relations [2,6],
and the required form (9) is obtained. 
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In the following, we show that an expression that shows up frequently in the theory of quantum
integrable models can be put in the form of the left-hand side of Eq. (10), hence it is also a
restricted KP τ function.
Lemma 2. Let κ be an (N +M − 1)×N matrix with coefficients κij that do not depend on {x},
and M  1. Then
(11)det(
∑N+M−1
k=1 x
k−1
i κkj )1i,jN∏
1i<jN(xi − xj )
= det
(
N+M−1∑
k=1
hk−i{x}κk,N−j+1
)
1i,jN
.
Proof. The first step in the proof is to cancel the factor in the denominator of the left-hand side
of Eq. (11). We define the operator Ri which acts on the ith row of an arbitrary N ×N matrix A.
In component form, we write
(12)(Ri′A)ij = Aij − δii′Ai+1,j .
Let M(1) be an N × N matrix with components M(1)ij =
∑N+M−1
k=1 x
k−1
i κkj . Observing that
M(1)ij =
∑N+M−1
k=1 hk−1(xi)κkj , and making repeated use of Eq. (4), we find the string of relations
det
(
N−1∏
i=1
RiM(1)
)
= det M(2)
N−1∏
i=1
(xi − xi+1),
det
(
N−2∏
i=1
RiM(2)
)
= det M(3)
N−2∏
i=1
(xi − xi+2),
...
(13)det(R1M(N−1))= det M(N)(x1 − xN)
where
∏n
i=1 Ri = Rn, . . . ,R1. For simplicity, we show only the components of the last deter-
minant
(14)M(N)ij =
N+M−1∑
k=1
hk−N+i−1{x}iκkj
where {x}i is the set of N − i+1 variables xi, . . . , xN . Due to invariance of the determinant under
such row operations, we can combine the string of relations in Eq. (13) into a single equation
(15)det M
(1)∏
1i<jN(xi − xj )
= det M(N).
We have almost succeeded in obtaining the right-hand side of Eq. (11), except that the com-
plete symmetric functions in M(N)ij , as shown in Eq. (14) depend on sets of variables of different
cardinalities.
The second step in the proof is to use row operations to introduce dependence on the full set
of N variables {x} in each of the complete symmetric functions. Introduce the operator Ri (x),
which differs from that used in the first step in that it depends on a (single) variable x and acts
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(16)(Ri′(x)A)ij = Aij + δii′xAi−1,j .
Using Eq. (14) for M(N)ij and Eq. (3) repeatedly, we obtain another string of relations
det
( 2∏
i=N
Ri (xi−1)M(N)
)
= det M(N+1),
det
( 3∏
i=N
Ri (xi−2)M(N+1)
)
= det M(N+2),
...
(17)det(RN(x1)M(2N−2))= det M(2N−1)
where again, for simplicity, we show only the components of the final determinant
(18)M(2N−1)ij =
N+M−1∑
k=1
hk−N+i−1{x}κkj
and the complete symmetric functions now depend on the full set of N variables {x}. Again,
since determinants are invariant under these row operations, the string of relations in Eq. (17)
can be combined into the single equation
(19)det M(N) = det M(2N−1) = det
(
N+M−1∑
k=1
hk−i{x}κk,N−j+1
)
where we have performed trivial index shifts in det M(2N−1) to obtain the right-hand side of
Eq. (19). Recalling Eq. (15), the proof is complete. The classical Jacobi–Trudi identity is recov-
ered from Eq. (11) by setting M − 1 = λ1, and κkj = δk−1,λj−j+N . 
2.1. Corollary
Writing ckj = κk,N−j+1, it follows that the left-hand side of Eq. (10) is identical to the right-
hand side of Eq.(11), and that any expression in the form of the left-hand side of Eq. (11) is a
restricted KP τ function.
3. XXZ and the algebraic Bethe ansatz
3.1. The XXZ Hamiltonian
Let σx,y,zi be Pauli matrices acting in space Vi isomorphic to C2. The Hamiltonian of a length-
M XXZ spin- 12 chain is
(20)H =
M∑
i=1
(
σxi σ
x
i+1 + σyi σ yi+1 + 
σzi σ zi+1
)
where periodicity σx,y,zM+1 = σx,y,z1 is imposed. The eigenstates and eigenvalues of H are obtained
using the algebraic Bethe ansatz, as we outline below.
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Consider the R-matrix
(21)Rab(λ,μ) =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
[λ − μ + γ ] 0 0 0
0 [λ − μ] [γ ] 0
0 [γ ] [λ − μ] 0
0 0 0 [λ − μ + γ ]
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠
ab
where [x] = ex − e−x . The subscripts of Rab indicate that it acts in the tensor product Va ⊗ Vb ,
where each Vi is isomorphic to C2. Rab satisfies the Yang–Baxter equation in Va ⊗ Vb ⊗ Vc
(22)Rab(λ,μ)Rac(λ, ν)Rbc(μ, ν) = Rbc(μ, ν)Rac(λ, ν)Rab(λ,μ).
The R-matrix in Eq. (21) plays an essential role in the algebraic Bethe ansatz approach for a
variety of quantum integrable models [3], one of which is the XXZ spin- 12 chain.
3.3. The L-operator
To solve a quantum integrable model using the algebraic Bethe ansatz, it is necessary to spec-
ify the L-operator, which is specific to the model under consideration. For the XXZ spin- 12 chain,
the L-operator is Lab(λ, ν) = Rab(λ, ν). Using the Yang–Baxter equation (22), the L-operator
satisfies the local intertwining relation
(23)Rab(λ,μ)Lac(λ, ν)Lbc(μ, ν) = Lbc(μ, ν)Lac(λ, ν)Rab(λ,μ).
3.4. The monodromy T -matrix
The monodromy matrix Ta is defined by
(24)Ta(λ) =
(
A(λ) B(λ)
C(λ) D(λ)
)
a
= La1(λ, ν1) · · ·LaM(λ, νM)
where it is conventional to suppress dependence on the inhomogeneities νi in Ta , and it is implicit
that each of the operators A, B , C, and D acts in the tensor product V1 ⊗· · ·⊗VM . Using Eq. (23)
inductively, one derives the intertwining relation
(25)Rab(λ,μ)Ta(λ)Tb(μ) = Tb(μ)Ta(λ)Rab(λ,μ)
which contains all the algebraic relations between the operators A, B , C, and D.
3.5. The transfer T -matrix
The trace of the monodromy matrix Tra Ta(λ) = T = A(λ) + D(λ), is the transfer matrix of
the spin chain.
3.6. The Bethe equations
Given a set of N rapidities {μ}, the Bethe equations are the set of equations
(26)(−)N−1 a(μi)
d(μi)
N∏ [μj − μi + γ ]
[μi − μj + γ ] = 1j 
=i
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and D(μ) operators
(27)A(μ)|0〉 = a(μ)|0〉, D(μ)|0〉 = d(μ)|0〉.
The explicit form of a(μ) and d(μ) is specific to the model under consideration. In the XXZ spin
chain, a(μ) =∏Mi=1[μ − νi + γ ], d(μ) =∏Mi=1[μ − νi].
The Bethe equations are necessary to show that certain states are eigenvectors of the transfer
matrix T , and the Hamiltonian H , of the spin chain.
3.7. The Bethe eigenstates
The eigenstates of the transfer matrix Tra Ta(λ) = A(λ) + D(λ) are also eigenstates of the
Hamiltonian [3]. The problem of finding eigenstates of the XXZ Hamiltonian is that of finding
states |Ψ 〉 that satisfy
(28)(A(λ) + D(λ))|Ψ 〉 = κΨ (λ)|Ψ 〉
for some eigenvalue κΨ (λ). The algebraic Bethe ansatz for the eigenstates is
(29)|Ψ 〉 = ∣∣{μ}β 〉= B(μ1) · · ·B(μN)|0〉
where N M , the reference state |0〉 =⊗M( 10 ), and |{μ}β〉 indicates a state of the form (29),
with rapidities that satisfy the Bethe equations (26). We call such a state a Bethe eigenstate.
3.8. Scalar products
It is possible to define a space dual to that of Eq. (29)
(30)〈{λ}∣∣= 〈0|C(λ1) · · ·C(λN)
where 〈0| =⊗M(1 0), and take scalar products of the two
(31)〈{λ}∣∣{μ}〉= 〈0|C(λ1) · · ·C(λN)B(μ1) · · ·B(μN)|0〉.
The scalar product (31) can be written as a complicated sum over a product of two de-
terminants [3]. Simpler expressions exist when the variables {λ} and/or {μ} satisfy the Bethe
equations.
3.9. Bethe scalar products
Let us consider the case when the set {λ} are free variables, and the set {μ} satisfy the Bethe
equations. We will denote the latter set by {μ}β . Scalar products of the form 〈{λ}|{μ}β〉 play a
central role in the calculation of correlation functions [9].
3.10. Determinant expressions for the Bethe scalar products
Following [4], the Bethe scalar product (31) can be written as
(32)〈{λ}∣∣{μ}β 〉= [γ ]N
∏N
i,j=1[λi − μj + γ ]∏
1i<jN [λi − λj ][μj − μi]
N∏
d(λk)d(μk)detΩk=1
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(33)Ωij = 1[λi − μj ][λi − μj + γ ] −
(−)N
[μj − λi][μj − λi + γ ]
a(λi)
d(λi)
N∏
k=1
[μk − λi + γ ]
[λi − μk + γ ] .
Using the explicit form of the functions a(λ) and d(λ) for the case of the XXZ model [3], we
obtain
(34)〈{λ}∣∣{μ}β 〉= [γ ]N
∏N
i,j=1[λi − μj + γ ]∏
1i<jN [λi − λj ][μj − μi]
N∏
k=1
M∏
l=1
[λk − νl][μk − νl]detΩ
where the components of Ω now become
Ωij = 1[λi − μj ][λi − μj + γ ]
(35)− (−)
N
[μj − λi][μj − λi + γ ]
M∏
k=1
[λi − νk + γ ]
[λi − νk]
N∏
l=1
[μl − λi + γ ]
[λi − μl + γ ] .
We refer to [4] for details of the proof.
4. The scalar product is a restricted KP τ function
We now bring the determinant in Eq. (34) to the form of a restricted KP τ function. The first
step is to rewrite it so that it is more clearly a trigonometric polynomial in {λ}. This is done by
absorbing the products in the numerator of (34) into the determinant, to obtain
(36)〈{λ}∣∣{μ}β 〉= [γ ]N detΩ ′∏
1i<jN [λi − λj ][μj − μi]
where the components of Ω ′ are
Ω ′ij =
∏M
k=1[μj − νk]
[λi − μj ]
×
(
M∏
k=1
[λi − νk]
N∏
l 
=j
[λi − μl + γ ] + (−)N
M∏
k=1
[λi − νk + γ ]
N∏
l 
=j
[μl − λi + γ ]
)
.
(37)
Using the Bethe equations (26) to rewrite the factor ∏Mk=1[μj − νk] in the numerator of the
right-hand side of Eq. (37), and extracting an overall factor from the resulting determinant, we
obtain
(38)〈{λ}∣∣{μ}β 〉= [γ ]N detΩ ′′
(
∏
1i<jN [λi − λj ][μj − μi])
∏
i 
=j [μi − μj + γ ]
where the components of the N × N matrix Ω ′′ are
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(−)N
[λi − μj ]
(
M∏
k=1
[λi − νk + γ ][μj − νk]
N∏
l 
=j
[μl − λi + γ ][μj − μl + γ ]
(39)−
M∏
k=1
[λi − νk][μj − νk + γ ]
N∏
l 
=j
[λi − μl + γ ][μl − μj + γ ]
)
.
Eq. (38) is a trigonometric polynomial in the variables {λ}, since all poles in the expression
are removable. This can be seen as follows. The poles at λi = λj , i 
= j are canceled by the
zeros in the determinant when two rows become equal. Also, the poles at λi = μj within Ω ′′ij are
canceled by corresponding zeros in the numerator. We now come to the statement of our result.
Consider the normalized scalar product
(40)
(
N∏
i=1
e(M−1)(λi+μi)
M∏
j=1
e2Nνj
)〈{λ}∣∣{μ}β 〉
and make the change of variables
(41){e2λi , e2μi , e2νi , eγ }→ {xi, yi, zi , q}
to obtain
(42)
(
N∏
i=1
e(M−1)(λi+μi)
M∏
j=1
e2Nνj
)〈{λ}∣∣{μ}β 〉→ 〈{x}∣∣{y}β 〉
where
(43)〈{x}∣∣{y}β 〉= (q − q−1)N detΩ
(
∏
1i<jN(xi − xj )(yj − yi))
∏
i 
=j (yiq − yjq−1)
and the components of Ω are
Ωij = 1
xi − yj
(
M∏
k=1
(xi − zk)
(
yjq − zkq−1
) N∏
l 
=j
(
xiq − ylq−1
)(
yjq
−1 − ylq
)
(44)−
M∏
k=1
(
xiq − zkq−1
)
(yj − zk)
N∏
l 
=j
(
xiq
−1 − ylq
)(
yjq − ylq−1
))
.
Lemma 3. Let {y}β be a set of N variables that correspond to the set {μ}β that satisfy the
Bethe equations (26), then 〈{x}|{y}β〉 as defined in Eq. (43), is a restricted KP τ function in the
variables {x}, where xi = e2λi .
Proof. The proof is a corollary of Lemmas 1 and 2. As we are considering the expression in
Eq. (43) to be a restricted KP τ function in the {x} variables, we treat all pre-factors not involving
{x} as constants, and we need only show that detΩ∏
1i<jN(xi−xj ) is in the form of a restricted KP τ
function. We start by writing
(45)Ωij =
∑N+M
k=1 x
k−1
i ρkj
xi − yj
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ρkj =
(
M∏
m=1
(
yjq − zmq−1
))( N∏
n
=j
(
yj − ynq2
) · e(M+N−k){−yˆj q−2}{−z}
)
(46)−
(
M∏
m=1
(yj q − zmq)
)(
N∏
n
=j
(
yj − ynq−2
) · e(M+N−k){−yˆj q2}{−zq−2}
)
and ek{yˆj }{z} is the kth elementary symmetric polynomial (1) in the set of variables {y} ∪ {z}
with the omission of yj . From Eq. (44), the numerator of Ωij vanishes for xi = yj , hence the
right-hand side of Eq. (45) is a polynomial in {x}
(47)Ωij =
N+M−1∑
k=1
xk−1i
(
−
k∑
l=1
yl−k−1j ρlj
)
.
Combining the results of Eqs. (45)–(47), we obtain
(48)Ωij =
N+M−1∑
k=1
xk−1i κkj , where κkj = −
k∑
l=1
yl−k−1j ρlj .
The coefficients κkj do not depend on {x} or the row-index i, and the required result follows
from Eq. (11). 
4.1. General scalar products are not τ functions
We have verified by explicit checks of nontrivial cases that 〈{λ}|{μ}〉, where neither sets of
rapidities satisfy the Bethe equations, is not a restricted KP τ function.
4.2. The domain wall partition function as a special case
The Bethe scalar product 〈{λ}|{μ}β〉 contains two sets of rapidities {λ} and {μ}β , each of
cardinality N , and a set of inhomogeneities {ν} of cardinality M . In the particular case when
M = N , the scalar product reduces to a product of two domain wall partition functions [3]
〈{λ}∣∣{μ}β 〉= 〈0|C(λ1) · · ·C(λN)|1〉〈1|B(μ1) · · ·B(μN)|0〉
(49)= ZN
({λ}, {ν})ZN ({μ}β, {ν})
where |1〉 = ⊗N( 01 ) and 〈1| = ⊗N(0 1). Multiplying both sides of Eq. (49) by∏N
i=1 e(N−1)(λi+μi)e2Nνi and using the change of variables in Eq. (41), we obtain
(50)〈{x}∣∣{y}β 〉= ZN ({x}, {z})ZN ({y}β, {z}).
From Lemma 3, 〈{x}|{y}β〉 on the right-hand side of Eq. (50) is a restricted KP τ function
in the variables {x}. Considering ZN({y}β, {z}) to be a multiplicative constant, we conclude that
ZN({x}, {z}) is a restricted KP τ function in the variables {x}. This is the result obtained in [1].
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In this section we reconsider the identity given in Eq. (11) and express it as a vacuum expec-
tation value of charged free fermions, with restricted time variables. The derivation of the result
proceeds mutatis mutandis as that of an analogous result for the domain wall partition function
discussed in detail in [1], hence we only give the final results and refer to [1] for the details.
5.1. Charged free fermions and vacuum states
The free fermion operators {ψn,ψ∗n }, n ∈ Z, with charges {+1,−1} and energies n, satisfy
the anti-commutation relations
(51)
[ψm,ψn]+ = 0,
[ψ∗m,ψ∗n ]+ = 0,
[ψm,ψ∗n ]+ = δm,n,
⎫⎬
⎭ ∀m,n ∈ Z.
The vacuum states 〈0| and |0〉 are defined by the actions
(52)〈0|ψn = ψm|0〉 = 0,〈0|ψ∗m = ψ∗n |0〉 = 0,
}
∀m < 0, n 0
and the inner product normalization
(53)〈0|0〉 = 1.
5.2. Creation/annihilation operators and normal ordering
The annihilation operators are those which annihilate the vacuum state |0〉, that is ψm|0〉 = 0,
m < 0, and ψ∗n |0〉 = 0, n 0, while all other operators, ψm|0〉 
= 0, m 0, and ψ∗n |0〉 
= 0, n < 0
are creation operators. The normal-ordered product is defined, as usual, by placing annihilation
operators to the right of creation operators
(54):ψiψ∗j : = ψiψ∗j − 〈0|ψiψ∗j |0〉.
5.3. The Heisenberg operators and the KP Hamiltonian
The neutral bilinear operators
(55)Hm =
∑
j∈Z
:ψjψ∗j+m:, m ∈ Z
together with the central element 1 form a Heisenberg algebra
(56)[Hm,Hn] = mδm+n,0, ∀m,n ∈ Z
and define the KP Hamiltonian
(57)H {t} =
∞∑
m=1
tmHm.
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The character polynomial χλ{t} can be generated as follows
(58)〈0|eH {t}ψ∗−b1 · · ·ψ∗−bdψad · · ·ψa1 |0〉 = (−1)b1+···+bd χλ{t}
where ai is the (length +1) of the ith horizontal part, and bi is the length of the ith vertical part
in the Frobenius decomposition of λ [5], and we assume that ad < · · · < a1 and bd < · · · < b1,
where d is the number of cells on the main diagonal of λ.
5.5. The Bethe scalar product as fermion expectation value
Using the Cauchy–Binet formula to expand the right-hand side of Eq. (11) in terms of Schur
functions, we obtain
(59)det
(
N+M−1∑
k=1
hk−i{x}κk,N−j+1
)
1i,jN
=
∑
λ⊆[(M−1)N ]
cλsλ{x}
where
(60)cλ = det(κ(λ(N−i+1)+i),(N−j+1))1i,jN = det(κ(λi+N−i+1),j )1i,jN.
Lemma 4. The expansion in terms of Schur functions on the right-hand side of Eq. (59) can be
written as a fermion vacuum expectation value with restricted time variables
(61)
∑
λ⊆[(M−1)N ]
cλsλ{x} = cφ〈0|eH {x}eX0{y}β · · · eXM−2{y}β |0〉
where
(62)H {x} =
∞∑
n=1
1
n
N∑
i=1
xni Hn
and Xj denotes the following sum of fermion bilinears
(63)Xj {y}β =
N∑
k=1
(−)kd[j+1,1(k−1)]ψ∗−kψj , j = {0, . . . ,M − 2}
with the coefficients dλ = cλ/cφ , where cλ is defined in Eq. (60).
Proof. The proof of (61) is identical to that of an analogous result for the domain wall partition
function in [1]. The differences are that: 1. The coefficients of the expansion of the initial bosonic
expression in terms of Schur functions are different, but that does not change the proof, and 2. The
expression that turns out to be a restricted KP τ function is a polynomial of degree N(M − 1)
rather than N(N − 1) in N independent variables {x}, hence the expansion in terms of Schur
functions is indexed by λ ⊆ [(M − 1)N ] rather than λ ⊆ [(N − 1)N ]. 
Using Eqs. (43) and (61), we obtain the following vacuum expectation expression for the
scalar product
(64)〈{x}∣∣{y}β 〉= N 〈0|eH {x}eX0{y}β · · · eXM−2{y}β |0〉
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(65)N = cφ(q − q
−1)N
(
∏
1i<jN(yj − yi))(
∏
i 
=j (yiq − yjq−1))
.
6. A correspondence
Consider the left state 〈{x}| on the left-hand side of Eq. (64). Given that {x} are free variables,
this state is completely specified by: 1. The length M of the spin chain, 2. The number N of C
operators, 3. The M inhomogeneity parameters {z} and 4. The crossing parameter γ of the spin
chain. But all these data are available in the eigenstate |{y}β〉, hence the scalar product is encoded
in and can be recovered from the right state |{y}β〉.
Next, consider the left state 〈0|eH {x} on the right-hand side of Eq. (64). Once again, since {x}
are N free variables, this inner product is completely specified by data that are available in the
right state eX0{y}β · · · eXM−2{y}β |0〉. ‘peeling off ’ the left states which can be reconstructed from
the corresponding right states, we obtain the correspondence
(66)∣∣{μ}β 〉−→ eX0{y}β · · · eXM−2{y}β |0〉.
The left-hand side of Eq. (66) is an XXZ Bethe eigenstate. The right-hand side is a point on
Sato’s Grassmannian [2]. The correspondence in Eq. (66) is an injective map that assigns to each
XXZ eigenstate a point on Sato’s Grassmannian.
7. Remarks
The fact that quantum integrable models are related to classical integrable differential equa-
tions can be traced to the pioneering work [7]. Since then, quite a few results in along these lines
have been obtained, particularly on the connection of the quantum Bose gas and the classical
nonlinear Schrödinger equation, as reviewed in [3]. Closer to the spirit of the present work is the
result of [8] that the quantum XXZ correlation functions at the free fermion point are τ functions
of the Ablowitz–Ladik equation.2 What is new in the present work is the result that the XXZ
Bethe scalar product is a KP τ function for all values of the crossing parameter. The Bethe scalar
products are basic building blocks of the XXZ correlation functions [9], and we hope that our
result will help in the current efforts to compute the latter and their asymptotics.
The correspondence between the Bethe eigenstates and points on Sato’s Grassmannian is
reminiscent of Sklyanin’s separation of variables approach to quantum integrable models [10],
where every solution to the Bethe equations, {y}β , labels two objects: 1. A Bethe eigenstate,
and 2. A function on the projective line with specific monodromy properties. In our correspon-
dence, we obtain a Bethe eigenstate and a point on the Grassmannian. It is also reminiscent of
the results of Mukhin et al. in the context of the Gaudin limit of the XXX model [11].
Recently, Nekrasov and Shatashvili obtained a correspondence between XXZ Bethe eigen-
states and vacuum states of a 3-dimensional super-Yang–Mills theory compactified on a circle
[12]. Combining the latter correspondence and ours points to a correspondence between a super-
Yang–Mills theory and points on Sato’s Grassmannian. We hope to explore these issues in future
publications.
2 We thank N. Kitanine for pointing this out to us.
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